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NORWEGIAN SPACE ACTIVITIES – ARCTIC ACCESS TO SPACE

Pål Brekke

Norwegian Space Centre, Drammensveien 165, 0212 Oslo, Norway, Email:paal@spacecentre.no

ABSTRACT

Norway has a long tradition as a space nation, in no small 
measure due to its northern position on the globe. Kris-
tian Birkeland’s famous Terrella experiment in 1896 in 
which he created synthetic northern lights can be seen as 
the start of modern space activities. The Sun Earth con-
nection – studying the Sun and the effects on the Earth 
system is one of the central scientific topics in Norway. 
In modern time the focus has indeed shifted more to the 
use of space for the benefit of our society. The Norwegian 
use of space is born out of nature’s challenges. A harsh 
climate, vulnerable nature and areas rich in resources 
must be managed in the High North. Our land and sea 
areas equal half the size of the EU. Being less than 5 mil-
lion people, we have to explore the most efficient ways of 
managing our resources. 

1. HISTORIC PERSPECTIVES

The early aurora and solar research led to the establish-
ment of the rocket range on the island of Andøya in North 
Norway, where the first Norwegian research rocket was 
launched in 1962. Researchers from numerous countries 
now utilize this rocket range in their studies of the north-
ern lights and the Earth’s atmosphere and the facility is 
NASA´s most important launch facility for sounding 
rockets outside USA. More than 1000 rockets have been 
launched since 1962, the biggest being NASA’s 15 meter 
long Black Brant XII, with an apogee of up to 1500 km.

Much of the science focus was on the Sun-Earth connec-
tion – the heritage from Birkeland. Thus a strong solar 
physics community also grew and Norwegian scientists 
were early involved in all major space based observato-
ries starting with Skylab. 

2. SOLAR RESEARCH

Norwegian scientists participated in the solar telescope 
HRTS (High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph) 
that flew on the space shuttle Challenger in 1985. More 
recently they played a central role in the successful 
SOHO mission - a large satellite based solar observa-
tory including 12 different telescopes and instruments 
launched in 1995. This was a collaboration between the 

European Space Agency and NASA in which Norwegian 
industry provided equipment and services to the tune of 
80 million Norwegian kroner. For six years, a Norwegian 
(the author) served as deputy project leader of this mis-
sion. Also, Norway is currently involved in the Japanese 
solar satellite Hinode.

Figure 1. The data from HINODE is downloaded to 
Svalbard and Troll (T. Abrahamsen).

Data from the satellite are downloaded at the Svalbard 
archipelago and a European data centre at the University 
of Oslo is processing the raw material making it acces-
sible for the entire European science community. 
In addition Norwegian scientist are involved in NASA’s 
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) launched in 2010. 
SDO is a super-telescope taking images with four times 
higher resolution than HD-TV quality every 10 seconds, 
transmitting 1500 Gb of data every single day.  The 
NASA solar mission IRIS (Interface Region Imaging 
Spectrograph) was launched in June 2013 with a signifi-
cant Norwegian contribution in modelling of the solar 
atmosphere as well as providing downlink of data via the 
Svalbard Satellite Station. 

These activities has been part of a long term plan since 
early 80’s and today Norway has one of the largest and 
strongest solar research groups in the world.
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3. AURORA RESEARCH

The Norwegian scientist Kristian Birkeland, 1867-1917 
was the first explain the real cause – that particles from 
the Sun were sparking the Northern lights. To prove his 
theory—which is still valid today--he built his own world 
in a glass box, electrified his model earth with its own 
magnetic field and showed how particles from the sun 
could ignite auroras. The particles were captured by the 
earth’s magnetic field and channeled down towards the 
polar regions. Birkeland, his Terella-experiment, and 
many facts about the Northern Lights are pictured on the 
Norwegian 200 kr bill. 

But despite the importance of this work in retrospect, 
many of Birkeland’s ideas were not confirmed until the 
Space Age. Since then, we have solved many of the au-
rora’s secrets.

Figure 2. Kjell Henriksen Observatory at Svalbard was 
opened in 2008 (KHO/UNIS)

Today we study the northern lights from both ground and 
space. A large number of all-sky cameras and instruments 
study the phenomenon from many northern countries. 
These surveys include incoherent scatter radars, such 
as the large EISCAT antennas on Svalbard, a Norwe-
gian cluster of islands nearly as far north as Greenland’s 
northernmost shore. Also on Svalbard sits the new Kjell 
Henriksen Observatory, opened in 2008 and the largest 
aurora observatory of its kind, with 30 dome-topped in-
strument rooms. Here, scientists around the world can re-
motely operate their instruments from their home institu-
tion. What makes Svalbard special is that during daytime 
it is located right under the northern polar cusp. Here so-
lar wind particles can enter directly into the atmosphere 
without being routed via the magnetic tail as is the case 
for particle precipitation on the night side.

Sounding rockets are also used to study the aurora. 
Launched from Fairbanks in Alaska, Svalbard, and An-

døya (off mainland Norway) they spear the aurora and can 
actually measure its physical properties. And from even 
higher up, satellites provide a global view of the auroral 
oval, the ring of light circling each geomagnetic pole.

4. SPACE WEATHER ACTIVITIES

The response of the space environment particularly 
around the Earth to the constantly changing Sun is known 
as ‘space weather’. Most of the time space weather is of 
little concern in our everyday lives. However, when the 
space environment is disturbed by the variable outputs of 
the Sun, technologies that we depend on can be affected. 

The increasing deployment of radiation-, current-, and 
field-sensitive technological systems over the last few 
decades and the increasing presence of complex systems 
in space, combine to make society more vulnerable to 
solar-terrestrial disturbances. This has been demonstrat-
ed by the large number of problems associated with the 
severe magnetic storms the last two decades.

Our society depends on satellites for weather informa-
tion, communications, navigation, exploration, search 
and rescue, research, and defense systems. Thus, the im-
pact of satellite system failures is more far- reaching than 
ever before, and the trend will almost certainly continue 
at an increasing rate. Furthermore safe operation of the 
International Space Station depends on timely warnings 
of eruptions on the Sun. 

Space weather will affect radio communication in the 
high north and degrade navigation systems. Systems 
such as LORAN are adversely affected when solar ac-
tivity disrupts their radio wavelengths. It also introduces 
position errors and decreases the accuracy and reliability 
of the Global Positioning System (GPS). This can cause 
problems for operators depending on high accuracy po-
sitioning such as dynamical positioning in the off shore 
industry. One example is to keep a supply vessel steady 
close to a oil platform with an accuracy of 10-15 cm. 

Thus, the Norwegian Mapping Authorities (NMA) is 
monitoring the ionosphere using geodetic GPS reference 
stations to allow for correction for solar induced erros 
in the GPS signal. Norway will be especially interested 
in the rapid ionospheric changes affecting navigation ac-
curacy over the large ocean areas in the Norwegian Sea 
and the Barents Sea. In fact Norway has responsibility 
for issuing navigation accuracy warnings to seafarers in 
these areas.

Another example is variations in the Earths magnetic 
field during geomagnetic storms. Tromsø Geophysical 
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Observatory (TGO), is a small unit under the Faculty of 
Science and Technology at UiT – the Arctic University 
of Norway. They operate a network of 15 magnetometers 
in mainland Norway and Norwegian areas in the Arctic. 
TGO has for many years supported the oil industry with 
real-time magnetometer data during directional drilling 
operations on the Norwegian continental shelf. The drill-
operators are using the Earths magnetic field as one way 
of navigating while drilling. When the magnetic field is 
fluctuating large errors in the drill-directions can be very 
costly – and the operators are receiving real-time date 
from TGO to correct or stop the drilling during space 
weather disturbances. 

Figure 3. The oil industry today makes extensive use of 
geomagnetic data in support of directional drilling to 

prevent errors in drill direction.. 

For Norway a better understanding and operational mon-
itoring of the Sun and Space Weather is important for 
many reasons. Power grid companies, dynamic position-
ing of oil drilling ships/platforms, directional drilling, ra-
dio communication, and helicopter operations in the po-
lar night have especially strong needs for space weather 
information.

In light of the above and the increasing awareness of 
space weather in non-scientific areas as well as the in-
creasing commercial activity in the auroral zone/Barents 
Sea, the Norwegian Center for Space Weather (NOSWE) 
was established as a unit under TGO during summer of 
2014. 

The main purpose of NOSWE is to act as a tool to en-
hancing Norwegian abilities to participate in the ESA 
SSA program, to be a national source for information and 
knowledge about space weather hazards and to provide 
means towards mitigation of these. An important aim of 
NOSWE is to establish contact with national director-
ates, industries and other activities that are vulnerable to 
or dependent on space weather, ranging from search and 
rescue and offshore drilling operations to the tourist in-
dustry and the amateur radio community. 

5. ACCESS TO SATELLITE DATA

Norway has since the early 1980 been active in devel-
opment of satellite based services for Marine situational 
awareness including oil spill. - ship and ice detection. The 
services are primarily based on data from polar orbiting 
radar satellites. This near real time operational services is 
used world-wide among others by the European Maritime 
Safety Agency. The services are being developed through 
various national initiatives and offered commercially by 
Kongsberg Satellite Services (KSAT). KSAT also owns 
and operates the world¹s largest station for satellites in 
polar orbits (KSAT SvalSat) located at Svalbard Norway. 
Combined with the other KSAT ground stations daily 
contacts are made to about 100 satellites using more than 
70 antennas. Important Norwegian antenna installations 
are also located in Tromsø and at the Troll Station (Troll-
Sat) in Antarctica. All the major space agencies are using 
Norwegian ground stations, including ESA, NASA and 
JAXA science missions and ensures easy access to high 
quality science data for Norwegian scientists. 

Figure 4. SVALSAT – the world largest satellite station 
for polar orbiting satellites located at Svalbard. 

Operated by Kongsberg Satellite Services.

Norway led the way in utilizing radar satellites to detect 
oil spills from ships and oil installations. Radar satellites 
can “see” at night and through cloud cover, making it pos-
sible to immediately see clandestine and illegal release of 
oil so that the coast guard can be alerted. Radar satellites 
can also be used to monitor ship traffic far off at sea as well 
as ice detection to support ship navigation in the Arctic.

This service has been developed through various national 
initiatives and today offered commercially by Kongsberg 
Satellite Services (KSAT).  The company has developed 
an oil detection service chain capable of providing infor-
mation to European end users within 30 minutes after a 
satellite overpass. KSAT was also the first service pro-
vider to use the Automatic Identification
System (AIS) in combination with oil detection from sat-
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ellites. AIS is a ship information system used by most 
European coastal states to monitor the whereabouts of 
ships over 300 gross tons. Combining these two methods 
it is possible for KSAT to identify a possible source of 
the oil spill discovered on the satellite picture. The in-
formation systems are able to detect oil spills and ships 
independently of clouds and light conditions.

In 2007 KSAT was awarded a contract by the European 
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) to provide a satellite 
based system for oil spill monitoring in all European sea-
waters.

6. SHIP DETECTION FROM SPACE

In July 2010 Norway’s first satellite for ship traffic moni-
toring was launched. AISSat-1 has been a big success, 
and a copy AISSat-2 is being launched in 2013. A Nor-
wegian built AIS receiver has also been placed on the ISS 
and is being used for anti-piracy operations in the Indian 
Ocean. Combined with the oil spill detection from radar 
satellites, the space based AIS system is a unique system 
to detect and identify illegal release of oil or illegal fish-
ing and even support monitoring of pirates. 

Figure 5. AISSat-1 has for the first time monitored all 
ship traffic in the Arctic and it is obvious that mots 

traffic is within Norwegian territories.

A version of the AIS-receiver was also installed on the 
International Space Station in 2010 – called The Norwe-
gian Automatic Identification System (NORAIS-1). On 
a good day, approximately 400,000 ship position reports 
were received by NORAIS-1 from more than 26,000 
different ships around the world. In 2015 NORAIS-1 
was replaces with an upgraded and more sensitive NO-
RAIS-2. The improvements were obvious after just a few 
months with an increase in number of ships tracked daily 
from roughly 26 000 to 33 000. A more detailed maritime 
picture enables better organized rescue operations, com-
bat piracy and an ability to uncover illegal activities such 
as smuggling, oil dumping and illegal fishing. 

Figure 6. NORSAT-1 will be launched in 2015 and will 
provide Sun-Earth connection observations as well 

monitoring ship traffic.

Norway is now building a small satellite called NOR-
SAT-1 to be launched in 2016. The payload will consist 
of a new generation Solar Total Irradiance monitor de-
livered by PMOC/WRC in Switzerland and will provide 
important data for the Sun-climate connection. In addi-
tion a Mini-Langmuir probe from the University of Oslo 
will provide space weather measurements while a new 
AIS receiver will be tested out.

7. EARTH OBSERVATION - COPERNICUS

A new era has begun for Earth Observation with the new 
Earth Observation Programme in Europe, Copernicus. 
This is an operational programme, which provides a new 
dimension to monitoring and management of the Arctic, 
and it will in the years to come give us a better and deep-
er understanding about the processes taking place in this 
vulnerable region.

The Copernicus programme contains a new observation 
fleet of satellites, called the Sentinels. There are six types 
of satellites, Sentinel-1 to Sentinel-6, each with differ-
ent measurement properties. These satellites will cover 
the operational needs of the Copernicus programme. The 
programme will have a constellation of two identical sat-
ellites of each type in orbit at the same time to fulfil re-
visit and coverage requirements.

Norway’s participation in this program will not only pro-
vide new opportunities for users of the data, but also for 
business and industry. Norway has also been assigned pri-
mary responsibility for marine monitoring and forecasts 
in the Arctic. The Norwegian Meteorological Institute,  
in cooperation with the Nansen Environmental and Re-
mote Sensing Center and the Institute of Marine Research, 
has been given responsibility for providing information 
about ocean and sea ice conditions, including plankton 
blooms, in the High North and the Arctic.
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Figure 7. Sentinel-2 is one part of the Copernicus 
satellite fleet (ESA/ATG medialab)

Full membership in Copernicus gives Norwegian public 
agencies and research institutes the possibility to tailor 
their use of Copernicus data, and it is guaranteed that the 
satellites will record over areas of interest to Norway

Norway is Europe’s biggest user of satellite data in rela-
tion to its population size. Such data are used to monitor 
marine traffic, fishery resources and activity in maritime 
border areas, to detect oil spills from ships or offshore 
installations, and for mapping sea ice and icebergs in the 
waters around Svalbard.

8. SATELLITE NAVIGATION

The EU channels its satellite navigation investments into 
the EGNOS and Galileo programs, whose missions are to 
develop, operate and expand systems of the same names. 
EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay 
Service) has been in operation since 2009. It verifies and 
corrects GPS signals (and eventually will do so for Gali-
leo signals) so the signals are more reliable and precise. 
Galileo is to be an independent global satellite naviga-
tion system comparable to the American GPS, Russian 
GLONASS and future Chinese Beidou systems. Unlike 
the others, Galileo will be a purely civilian system. 

When fully developed, Galileo will be a fully opera-
tional, global satellite navigation system consisting of 30 
satellites and 20 or so ground stations.

One of the most important goals of Norwegian participa-
tion in the EU satellite navigation programs EGNOS and 
Galileo have been to make sure the programs are able to 
perform satisfactorily in the High North. Norway’s par-
ticipation in Galileo’s early phase has helped ensure that 
the system will perform better in the High North than had 
originally been planned. The satellite ground operations 
at Jan Mayen Island and Svalbard are representative of 
Norway’s continuing involvement in the Arctic, to im-
prove satellite navigation.

Figure 8. Galileo is Europe global satellite navigation 
system (ESA)

Norway is a large consumer of satellite data, and thenew 
navigation system will therefore be important to Norwe-
gian users in a wide range of sectors – primarily commu-
nication, transport and fisheries, but many other critical 
functions in society also need accurate time and position-
ing services.

The Galileo satellites are also to detect distress signals 
and transmit the information via ground stations to the 
nearest rescue coordination center. Ground stations 
equipped to receive such signals from Galileo have been 
built on Svalbard, on Cyprus, in France and in Spain.

9. SEARCH AND RESCUE

Norwegian mariners are sailing all over the world, and 
have for many years benefited from the use of emer-
gency beacons, which can relay distress signals through 
satellites. Already in the 1980s Tromsø Satellite Station 
became an important station in the COSPAS/SARSAT 
satellite-based search & rescue system, and Norwegian 
industry has for many years had a leading role in the pro-
duction of distress beacons for ships. 

Later this year the search & rescue part of the European 
Galileo satellite navigation system will start its Initial 
Operations Phase. Also for the Galileo system Norwegian 
ground stations will play an important part. Improved ra-
dio communication is also important for all search and 
rescue operations in the High North.
Sometimes, all traffic in the northern part of the Arctic 
takes place in Norwegian waters, which means that Nor-
way is responsible for search and rescue operations for 
a large number of vessels in demanding waters. Thus, 
it is quite natural that Norway should take the initiative 
and invest in a satellite-based communication system 
that will be useful in rescue operations, but could also  
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support research, tourism, commercial and environmen-
tal activities in the Arctic. 

10. COMMUNICATION IN THE ARCTIC

Interest in the Arctic areas is growing, and the High 
North is considered to be Norway’s most important for-
eign policy arena. The northern areas are rich in natural 
resources, they are active tourist destinations, important 
in a research and climate perspective, and may contain 
oil and gas fields for the future.

Existing satellite communication systems offer little or 
no coverage in the arctic. Geostationary satellites are the 
most widely used communication system at sea. How-
ever, since these satellites orbit above the equator their 
coverage doesn't extend as far north as the Arctic. The 
theoretical limit for coverage is 81.3 degrees north, but 
the signals can become unstable at latitudes as low as 70 
degrees north.

Figure 9. Satellite communication is limited in the 
Arctic (Norwegian Space Centre)

About 700 vessels visit the European sector north of 72 
degrees north each year. However, broadband access for 
ships in the High North is not sufficient to cover the in-
crease in demand. The present broadband satellite per-
formance gradually deteriorates from 72 degrees north, 
and from 75 degrees north, coverage is highly unstable 
and dependent on good weather and little wave activity. 
If you are on a ship north of Svalbard, you will not get a 
signal at all.

Ships are becoming as dependent on broadband as any 
other form of transport worldwide. Broadband access 
for ships will support on-board operations such as video 
transmission, Internet access, remotely controlled op-
erations, telemedicine and access to real-time ice and 
weather maps.

That is why the Norwegian Space Centre has studied 
the benefits of launching a publicly funded communi-

cation satellite to cover this growth area. A satellite in 
highly elliptical orbit could provide broadband cover-
age in the High North for 16 hours a day with a capacity 
of 500 Mbit/s.

Public funding of this would help to pave the way for a 
second satellite, which could become commercially prof-
itable for the operator, according to the analysis
company Menon Business Analytics. Two satellites in 
highly elliptical orbits would provide 1 Gbit/s broadband 
with 24 hour coverage. 

Figure 10. Two communications satellites in highly 
elliptical orbits can provide full coverage in the Arctic 

(Norwegian Space Centre)

A broadband network that could transmit large amounts 
of data over many channels would benefit the oil and gas 
industries, search-and-rescue operations and shipping 
traffic communications, among other things.

11. THE NORWEGIAN SPACE CENTRE

The Norwegian Space Centre (NSC) is the national space 
agency in Norway, organized as a government agency 
under the Ministry of Trade and Fisheries.
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Within the last ten years, satellite observations have be-
come an essential part of numerous activities, including 
weather forecasting, sea monitoring, monitoring of for-
est fires and deforestation, thematic mapping, and polar 
studies.

Polar orbiting satellites, 800 – 1000 km above the 
Earth’s surface, are most valuable to Norway. The rea-
son is that their orbits converge at the poles and there-
fore provide more coverage at our latitudes than they do 
closer to the equator.

An ambitious vision of the Norwegian Space Center is that 
Norway shall be the country that benefits most from space. 
We are not there yet, but we are definitely on our way.

12. AN ARCTIC SPACE NATION

Because Norway is located so far north we have the pos-
sibility to utilize space better than most other countries. 
Polar orbiting satellites are the ones collecting the most 
detailed information about the Earth. This means that the 
Norwegian territory will be observed much more fre-
quent than most other countries. The geographic advan-
tages of Norway´s northern latitude for space activities 
is important, both to meet national needs and to provide 
services for international clients. 

Figure 11. Satellites tie into almost all activities in the 
Arctic and will be a valuable tool for monitoring and 

govern the vast remote areas (Norwegian Space Centre).

This means that services from space will become increas-
ingly important for all Norwegians, even if they are not 
aware of it yet. Not before GPS fails, the TV screen goes 
blank during the Super Bowl, or your bank machine loses 
contact with the satellite that synchronizes your code, or 
the weather satellite no longer spots the storm coming 
from the sea will we notice how vital a role space plays 
in our everyday lives.

Arctic can be seen as a new space arena. Space technol-
ogy is perfect for use in the Arctic since satellites can 
cover vast areas with relatively small amount of infra-
structure and without harming the environment. 

In recent years, Norway has established itself as an active 
space nation that is also building up its own fleet of small 
satellites. We expect to have five public satellites orbiting 
under the Norwegian flag in a few years’ time. Their most 
important task will be to improve safety for shipping in 
the rough waters for which Norway is responsible.

Space infrastructure has practical implications on the 
ground. Norway’s small national satellites open up for 
cooperation with other, larger space nations. There is 
thus a foreign policy aspect to the use and utilization of 
space. But even if Norway were to have a considerable 
number of national satellites in the future, we are a small 
country that will always need to cooperate with others in 
space. For Norway, membership in the European Space 
Agency (ESA) is the most important tool in this respect. 
For further reading we refer to [1], [2], and our web  
pages at www.romsenter.no
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CONFERENCE MAIN TOPICS

• Designing safety into space vehicles 

• Safety on long duration manned missions

• Safety of extravehicular activities 

• Launch safety 

• Space debris remediation

• Re-entry safety 

• Human spaceflight payloads safety 

• Nuclear safety for space systems 

• Human factors and performance for safety 

• Safety critical software design and IVV

• Safety risk management

• Probabilistic risk assessment 

• Organizational culture and safety 

• Regulations and standards for safety

• Space-based safety critical systems 

• SSA & Space traffic control 

• Operations safety 

• Space materials safety 

• Commercial human spaceflight safety

• Lessons learned 

• Safety Management System 

• Space Weather Hazard 

• Launch and In-Orbit Collision Risk 

• NEO Hazard
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At the occasion of the Conference Gala Dinner on May 19, 2016 the 
IAASS will assign three awards: 

- Jerome Lederer Space Safety Pioneer Award  

- Vladimir Syromyatnikov Safety-by-Design Award 

- Joseph Loftus Space Sustainability Award 

These prestigious awards are a means to honor and recognize safety 
professionals and systems designers and engineers who have made 
outstanding contributions towards space safety. 
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The 8th IAASS International Space Safety Conference “Safety First, Safety 
for All”, will be held in Melbourne - Florida (USA) in the period 18-20 May 
2016. The IAASS conference is the premiere international forum dedicated 
to the discussion of a wide variety of space safety topics.

The conference offers a unique opportunity to meet top U.S. and interna-
tional experts in space safety and related engineering fields, from industry, 
academia and agencies. An occasion for exchanging views and establish-
ing new professional bonds, towards the common goal of forging and a 
global space safety culture.

The online registration is open. You can access the online registration form at 

http://iaassconference2016.space-safety.org/registration/ 
or directly by clicking the red tab at the bottom of this page. Early Birds 
registration ends 14 March 2016.

TIMETABLE OF CONFERENCE EVENTS

30 December 2015 Deadline for abstracts submission

29 January 2016 Notification to authors

15 February 2016 Final program

22 April 2016 Deadline for paper submission

18-20 May 2016 Conference

August 2016 Publication of Proceedings
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Safety Design for Space 
Systems
Elsevier 2009

Progress in space safety lies in the 
acceptance of safety design and 
engineering as an integral part of the 
design and implementation process 
for new space systems. Safety must 
be seen as the principle design 
driver of utmost importance from the 
outset of the design process, which 
is only achieved through a culture 
change that moves all stakeholders 
toward front-end loaded safety 
concepts. Superb quality information 
for engineers, programme 
managers, suppliers and aerospace 
technologists.

Safety Design for Space 
Systems, Chinese Edition
2011

Progress in space safety lies in the 
acceptance of safety design and 
engineering as an integral part of the 
design and implementation process 
for new space systems. Safety must 
be seen as the principle design 
driver of utmost importance from the 
outset of the design process, which 
is only achieved through a culture 
change that moves all stakeholders 
toward front-end loaded safety 
concepts. Superb quality information 
for engineers, programme 
managers, suppliers and aerospace 
technologists.

Space Safety Regulations 
and Standards
Elsevier 2011

Space Safety Regulations and 
Standards is the definitive book on 
regulatory initiatives involving space 
safety, new space safety standards, 
and safety related to new space 
technologies under development. 
More than 30 world experts come 
together in this book to share their 
detailed knowledge of regulatory and 
standard making processes in the 
area, combining otherwise disparate 
information into one essential 
reference and providing case studies 
to illustrate applications throughout 
space programs internationally.

Safety Design for Space 
Operations
Elsevier 2013

Safety Design for Space Operations 
provides the practical how-to 
guidance and knowledge base 
needed to facilitate safe and 
effective operations safety in line 
with current regulations. 
With information on space 
operations safety design currently 
disparate and difficult to find in one 
place, this unique reference brings 
together essential material on: 
safety design practices, 
advanced analysis methods, and 
implementation procedures.
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